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Fabric Requirements

For this double fun double take beauty, we need the hues to make it all show off the 
double-ness of this pattern. You can choose a background colour and use a darker or 
lighter tone with it, then a pop or “opposite” colour to show depth. For example, you can 
use a neutral light background, with maybe a tan or light brown for your “medium”. You 
could also make your background dark, still using a medium in that position. For the third 
colour, just go wild. You can use any colour you wish, or even use this as a scrappy palette 
to use some of those scraps. I would just caution you to make the background and 
medium a totally different colour than this pop (or scrappy) fabric. I designed this in cream, 
tan, and batiks as the pop (I chose teal). I can see this design in scrappy spring or autumn 
colours for the pop.

I found some fabrics in my backing pile that I think I will use for this one. The queen and 
king size are the same, only adding a border to the queen to make it the size I need for my 
king bed. I would finish off the queen with a “frame” border just to give it a finish. If you 
need it smaller than these sizes, there is room to play with the border and lattice sizes.

We will be using lattice for this design. If this is new for you, it will be fun and well worth the 
effort, I promise! These requirements INCLUDE the lattice/cornerstones for all sizes. It also 
includes enough of the “POP” fabric to add a border. The only special ruler we will use is 
the “tri-recs tool”, otherwise all straightforward easy.

Here’s what we need:

Here are the ones I am working with, may change out the blue still… (pic not the greatest!)

Lap
75” square

Twin
75” x 102”

Queen
96” square

King
108” square

BACKGROUND 2-1/4 yards 3 yards 4-1/4 yards 4-1/4 yards

MEDIUM 1-3/4 yards 2-1/2 yards 3-3/4 yards 3-3/4 yards

POP 2-1/2 yards 3 yards 2-1/2 yards 4-1/2 yards
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